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8. Dmitri Shostakovich    adagio (from Lady Macbeth of the Mtsensk District)

(4:39)

g. Schirmer, inc. (aScaP) 

o/b/o international musikverlage Hans Sikorski

9. lera auerbach          Sogno di Stabat mater (12:06)

g. Schirmer, inc. (aScaP) 

o/b/o international musikverlage Hans Sikorski

10. astor Piazzolla     melodía en la menor (canto de octubre) (4:37)

editorial lagos (SaDaic)

11. georgs Pelecis       Flowering Jasmine (6:47)

copyright control

12. alfred Schnittke Fragment (from an unfinished cantata) (6:30)

Soloists:                        gidon Kremer, violin (1–2, 5–6, 9–11)

Daniil grishin, viola (5)

Ula Ulijona Zebriunaite, viola (9)

andrei Pushkarev, vibraphone (9, 11)

reinut tepp, cembalo (12)

1. Jean Sibelius            Scene with cranes (6:01)

Public Domain     

2. arvo Pärt          Passacaglia (4:07)

Universal edition a.g., Vienna (Bmi)

3. raminta Šerkšnyte     De Profundis (12:44)

copyright control

4. robert Schumann        Fugue no. 6 from Six Fugues on the name B.a.c.H.,

                                    op. 60 (6:57)

Public Domain

5. michael nyman          trysting Fields (5:47)

g. Schirmer, inc. (aScaP) and embassy music corp. (Bmi)

o/b/o michael nyman limited

6. Franz Schubert          minuet no. 3 and trios in D minor, D. 89 (5:52)

Public Domain

7. Stevan Kovacs            lasset Uns Den nicht Zerteilen (1:29)

    tickmayer/J.S. Bach   copyright control



Yet my intention is not to make De Profundis a political statement, for poli-

tics represents only the surface of things, while the artists featured on 

this record affirm a deep-rooted personal expression that can resonate within 

anyone. For music, unlike authoritarian rulers, speaks with an outstretched 

hand, not with a clenched fist. it is an offering to the listener, and its pro-

fundity can only be established on the basis of service, not on the grounds of 

self-indulgence or meaningless stardom.

So, “out of the depths” these artists cry out for a better world, one that is not 

dominated by the superficiality of sales, figures, ratings, self-promotion, and 

“small talk.” their spiritual missive, like oil, can sustain humans by appeal-

ing to their profoundest emotions, by letting them open up, become more con-

scious, rather than “forget themselves.” each of the twelve pieces selected 

for this album sends its own individual message to the listener, one that my 

colleagues from Kremerata Baltica and i have tried to illuminate. now it is up 

to you, dear listener, to allow this message to fuel your soul.

–Gidon Kremer (march 2010)

D e  P r o F U n D i S
 

“out of the depths i cry to you.” countless poets and musicians have used these 

timeless words from Psalm 130. i feel they are especially urgent in our time, 

when the world is afflicted with greed, corruption, and false prophets. today, 

oil is a highly desirable commodity. it is a hidden substance extracted from 

the depths of the earth that can both sustain and destroy life. music is like-

wise a fuel. Fuel for the soul. Far more precious than oil, it is felt in the 

impenetrable depths of our consciousness. can oil and music mix? in a positive 

sense, both are sources of energy that can serve the people.

But in today’s world, oil is also used to sustain tyrannical regimes, be it in 

Saudi arabia, iran, myanmar, or russia. Despite painting themselves as advo-

cates of democracy, their rulers engage in a Soviet-style suppression of free 

speech, the show trials, and presumption of guilt. in these orwellian states, 

everyone is equal, but some are more equal than others. Drunk on oil, the wor-

shippers of the golden calf seek to silence opposition and build walls between 

peoples and states. contrary to that, we, the worshippers of art, believe it is 

our duty to build bridges and to stand up in support of those who are trying to 

establish a more democratic society, those who are fighting for transparency 

and truth. therefore, i would like to dedicate De Profundis to all those who 

refuse to be silenced, who understand that the real freedom is within us.

i would like to dedicate this cD to mikhail Khodorkovsky, a true russian patriot, who has 
endured years of imprisonment in Siberia under false pretexts. accused of stealing oil 
and evading taxes, mikhail has in truth worked to make his home country a better place.  
His unfair trial and continued incarceration are important political symbols to all 
those who strive for a free and democratic russia.
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